
Intelligent
egg machines
Save time and manpower in the processing of eggs

EN



Kletec relieves your work load Machines

Kletec robots help you with the processing of eggs. Stacking 
and palletising of eggs becomes easy with our reliable and 
complete systems. Our goal is to ease your work load so 
you do not have to carry out unnecessary physical work. 
It goes without saying, that we will give personal advice in 
order to meet your requirements. Our professionals will 
work with you on the best automation solution for your 
situation. This makes egg processing fun again!

Personal advice
Kletec’s machines make your work lighter and more 
comfortable. Without taking up easier unnecessary 
space. Do you have a question about Kletec’s 
machines or are you interested in a demo? We are 
ready to assist you.

Our machines are specially designed for automatic processing 
of poultry eggs meant for consumption and hatching. To ensure 
the automation runs smooth, our approach is as efficient as 
possible. This means that you can operate the machine without 
comprehensive explanation. The machine does not occupy more 
space than necessary and is virtually maintenance free.

ANT5 TRAYBUFFER
 Æ Refills the denester with empty trays automatically

 Æ Speed is more than 3000 empty trays per hour

 Æ Easy to operate

 Æ Can be used for different types of trays

 Æ Constant pressure on the denester 

 Æ Power supply 230Vac

ANT20 HATCHING EGG
 Æ Shifts hatching trays into trolleys

 Æ Stacks 30 egg trays

 Æ Unique and flexible concept

 Æ Most compact machine on the market

 Æ User friendly operation 

ANT10 STACKER
 Æ Suitable for compact set ups

 Æ Switch quick and efficiently between different types of trays

 Æ Maximum of 36,000 eggs per hour 

 Æ Count function on display

ANT30 PALLETISER
 Æ User friendly palletising of egg trays

 Æ From 10,000 to 300,000 chickens 

 Æ Saves physical strain

 Æ Many configurations

 Æ Easy access to work floor

 Æ Calm and silent operations

 Æ Can be equipped with various options

Easy operation
Very easy, 

no need for a manual

Suitable for every 
location

Custom work: optimal use of 
available meters

Maintenance-free & 
no malfunctions

No malfunctions for 98% of our 
machines


I’m completely satisfied, it works 
much easier. Physical efforts are 
reduced to a minimum.

GUILLEMOT (ANT30 + ANT5)   
PLOEREN, BRETAFRANCE

+31 318 462 233




The ANT20 is a very safe 
machine. An alarm will trigger 
if something suspicious is 
happening.

INGE VAN WIELE 
BEVEREN, BELGIUM

Traybuffer Stacker Hatching egg

Save time and manpower in the processing of eggs

kletec.com

Kletec is currently active in 16 countries 
around the world. Customers appreciate our 
no-nonsense approach and prompt service. 
Our machines are almost always functional 
and we can repair any malfunctions quickly; 
also outside the Netherlands. We work with 
reliable local parties.

We understand that your business needs 
to be up and running continuously. Kletec’s 
machines and service are designed to assist 
your company in this and ensure that the 
machines are continuously operational. 
Thus, your return will remain at the desired 
level and the machine is not a limiting factor 
in your production.

YOUR CONTACT:

Kletec Nederland
Het Laar 30-A
6733 BZ  Wekerom
The Netherlands
info@kletec.nl

+31 318 462 233


